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TIME TO BE A MAN
Edd Phillips

As the sun disappeared behind the hills and hedgerows, the 
single streetlight in the hamlet of Darting Brook flickered on, 
washing Clairsdown cottage with a shade of lollipop orange. 
Cracks lined the cottage’s façade and paint peeled from the 
door-frame. In the bottom-floor windows, behind curtains 
thinned by age, black clad figures shifted to and fro. 

Tom was standing in the back garden, hands in pockets. 
The grass, unkempt and tufty, soaked the bottoms of his black 
trousers with the remains of the day’s earlier rain. He could 
hear the low mumble of voices from the living room and kitchen 
behind him. He had done his bit at the wake – shaking hands, 
listening to the stories and sympathies.

He took a deep draught of cold air and looked up at the 
first stars, expecting his grandad’s face to smile back at him 
like one of those join-the-dot pictures of the zodiac signs. 
Nothing. Just stars.
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He wandered off to the far end of the garden and reached 
the workshop that backed on to the lane behind. His grandad 
had told him that the building had housed pigs at one time. 
It still looked like it might. Tom approached the door – half 
hanging off its hinges, as it always had – lifted the stone frog 
on the step, removed the tarnished key from underneath and 
unlocked the padlock, which was more for show than anything.

The smell of WD40 and sawdust hit him as soon as he 
stepped inside. He flicked on the light switch and a strip light 
blinked in fits for ten seconds before settling. A bandsaw and 
pillar drill took up the centre of the room ahead of him, and, to 
his left and right, jutting from the walls, were two workbenches, 
their surfaces covered with pieces of wood, screws, boxes of 
nails, screwdrivers, a number of rulers, and pencils of various 
hardnesses. The remaining open stonework was either lined 
with shelving or had nails and hooks bored into it to support 
hacksaws, planes, sets of spanners and even an ancient wet-suit 
peppered with holes. Above, planks of ash, chestnut and yew, 
interspersed between sheets of plywood and metal, rested on the 
oak rafters, blocking the ceiling from view. Over twenty years 
Tom had been visiting that workshop. It had barely changed.

Past the bandsaw and pillar drill, on the opposite side of 
the room, was a set of double doors that could open out into the 
lane behind. In front of the doors was a rare piece of open space, 
usually reserved for what his grandad had called ‘restoration and 
repair’ projects: lawn-mowers, fridges, vacuum cleaners, an old 
lathe – whatever he could get his hands on for free or a favour. 
The last time Tom had seen his grandad he had been in that space, 
bent over a corroded water tank, his thin fingers, permanently 
stained by grease and tobacco, unscrewing a connector. Tom 
could see him clearly now – hair poking from his ears and nose, 
eyebrows connected in the middle, the bright whites of his wide 
eyes offset by coffee-brown irises. He had looked up at Tom and 
grinned with a smile like a broken zip. Who needed stars.


